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large and. interesting secti n of the Bible, this from Isaiah 13-27 and it

is a little hard to know just how to go in this because we have a mass of

material and it is better to 'yet some of it really well than to get a smat

tering of all of it and. it is good to--you have to do some intensively and

some extensively. Now this class, of course, is an elective course, this

hour, and. then Monday afternoona we have discussion. Unfortunately, our

subject then is even bigger than th subject this hour and it takes considera

ble time to get all the way around. We'd like to, but right now I am rather

uncertain. We have spent most all our time so far on Isaiah 13 and ]J4 and.

in the course of discussion some very interesting things have emerged, and

our question is this, "Which would be more profitable, for us today to

start at the beginning of 13 and. go straight through the two chapters again

giving a repetition and resume with some further details of the principal

matters covered thus far or for us to close up 13 and. 14l now and go on to

ad.ditonaJ. material. Now I dctt care which we do. So we have no further

discussion on that point, the majority say, "GO on", so we go on, and we'll

find, out how thoroughly you have13 and 114 at the end. of the semester. Now,

did I assign the Hebrew of 13 and iLl? (Students) What have I assigned for

our two hours a le3son? (Students) Yes. I assigned. that to us. That takes

a bit of time, of course, though not such a great deal. I think surely most

of you can get the Hebrew 13 and 1!-l in pretty good shape, and now in Chapter 15

we have a head ache. The burden of Moab. We do not here have the same problem

that you have with 13 and iLl, the burden of Babylon. There was a real question

why Isaiah should have a burden of Babylon. There is certainly is none why he

s'ould have a burden of Moab. Moab was right across the river from them.

Moab has always been a source of trouble to them. Moab has been very much in

the picture in the history of the divided kingdom. Now this message against

Moab is just as long in chapters as the message against Babylon but considerably
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